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ANNOUNCEMENT
2002 BERT SALWEN AWARD
FOR THE BEST STUDENT PAPER ON NEW YORK CITY ARCHAEOLOGY

A prize of $100.00 will by awarded by Professional Archaeologists of New York City
(PANYC) to the author of the best paper on New York City archaeology written by a student in
fidililment of an academic requirement. Although preference may be given to papers written
using materials from contract archaeology proDjects in the city, the competition is not limited to
such research. Both graduate and undergraduate students are urged to apply. Papers should not
be longer than 50 pages and must be submitted in triplicate. The deadline for submission is March
20, 2002. Please send three copies of the manuscript to Anne-Madie Cantwell, PANYC Awards
Committee, Apt. 5C, 14 Stuyvesant Oval, New York, New York 10009. The Bert Saiwen Award
will be presented at the annual PANYC Public Program at the Museum of the City of New York
in April 2001

PLEASE POST

ANINOUJNCEMENT TO THE MEMBERSHIP

NOMINATIONS REQUESTED FOR
SPECIAL PANYC AWARD
FOR OUTSTANDING CONTRIBUTIONS MADE BY A NOR4 ARCHAEOLOGIST TO
NEW YORK CITY ARCHAEOLOGY

PANYC (Professional Archaeologists of New York City) is pleased to request
nominations for a special award honoring non archaeologists or institutions who have made
outstanding contributions to the furtherance of New York City archaeology. Please send three
copied of letters of nomination documenting the nominee's qualifications to Anne-Marie Cantwell,
PANYC Awards Committee Chair, Apt. 5C, 14 Stuyvesant Oval, New York, New York, 10009.
Nominations must be received by March 20, 2002. The award will be presented at the PANYC
Public Program at the Museum of the City of New York.

FINAL SEASON Of EXCVATAIODNS AT ROSE HIOLL
Linda,
This summer will be the final season of excavations at Rose Hill. I think 1 6 yar is
sufficient, don't you? We're running out of places to explore safely and without
redundant discoveries, thesita is-very expensive to protect over the winter, and we now
have a new lab and therefore no excuses about beginning analysis. So I will be doing
final mapping, digging, stratigraphic recording, etc. from mid May to end of July, upon
which backfilling will commence. I sent the following notice to the AlA New York
Society newsletter. Perhaps PANYC members should see it too.
From mid May until late July, 2002, the 16th and final season of excavations will be
conducted at the Rose Hill manor, a historic archaeological site located on the Bronx
campus of Fordhamn University. The Dutch colonial farmhouse that stood on the spot
may date to the time of the original deed in 1694. It underwent several expansions and
modifications -after the Revolution, f irst becoming a gentleman's country estate, and after
1841, serving as infirmary for the Roman Catholic St. John's College, the school that
became Fordham University in 1907. The manor was demolished by the college in 1896,
and a campaign of excavations to explore the buried remains began in 1985 under the
sponsorship of the university and the Bronx County Historical Society. It continues to be
directed by university faculty in anthropology and history (Allan Gilbert and Roger
Wines). Architectural foundations span the entire period of use, colonial to late 19th
century, but artifacts reflect mostly the 19th century life of a Catholic boys' school.
The summer 2002 season will involve excavations to clear -up remaining uncertainties,
mapping newly recovered parts of the site, sampling of building materials, and record
photography. Students interested in participating are welcome and should contact:
Dr. Allan S. Gilbert
Associate Professor of Anthropology
Dept of Sociology & Anthropology
Fordham University
Bronx, NY 10458
tel: (718) 817-3854
fax: (718) 817-3846

We would like to thank members who have commented on previous drafts of the Monitoring
Guidelines. We hope all members are satisfied with this, our final version of the document.
Unless anyone strongly objects we will proceed to the next step in getting these guidelines
adopted as part of the NYAC Standards. Thank you.

GUIDELINES FOR THE USE OF
ARCHAEOLOGICAL MONITORING
AS AN ALTERNATIVE TO
OTHER FIELD TECHNIQUES
9/25/0 1

POLICY AND PURPOSE
Monitoring has recently become a more prevalent CRM practice. Although many archaeologists
are uncomfortable with its use as a method of investigation, monitoring appears in many Scopes of Work
and Memoranda of Agreement. Particularly in urban settings, traffic and other logistical consideratlis
have led to a reliance upon monitoring, often as a substitute for archaeological testing, evaluation or data
recovery. Because power equipment is so costly, monitoring is sometimes presented to agencies -and
developers as a means to reduce costs of urban archaeological projects, although to their surprise the
actual costs can be substantially larger. Too often there is much pressure upon the archaeological
community to use monitoring in the compliance process as an alternative to other archaeological field
meuthods. Additionally, there has been little professional guidance on the subject and its appropriateness
as an investigative techmique remains an open question.
The existing Standards fir Cultural Resource ffvestinatitms and the Curaticon of Archaeolouical
Collections in New York State (NYAC 1994; adopted by the New York State Office of Parks, Recreation,
and Hfistoric; Preservationy address monitoring in Sections 3.7 and 45. Mbniforing, according to the
Stnad may be acceptable under certain circumstances during Phases HI and mI as a "suppental"
technique. The Standards caution, however, that "rdue to the complexities often characterizing projects
and sites located in urban settings, [the] guidelines apply primarily to projects situated in ne-urban
environments" (NYAC 1994:1). This suggests that there may be additional considftrations diaring UOba
projects, in determining whether and under what circumstances monitorng is an appropriate field
strategy.
The ffillowiiig guidelines have been written by a joint NYACIPANYC subcommittee in ordq to
clarifyj some of these issue insa attempt to make the existing Standards more explicit an the subject of
mnonitoring. Eiput on these guidlermles has been mader by members ofbotll NYAC-andTPANYC.
DEFINITION
Airchaeological Monitoring
For purposes of this document we dlefine monitoring as the observation of'- constnxqtkxx
excavation activities by an archaeologist in order to identify', recover, protect and/or dotinmat
archaeological mtrnihatioi or miaterias. -Durinig monitoring, excavation is not under the cotrol of the
archaeologist although the archaeologist may be ghive authority to temporarily halt cnstruction work to
do his or her job, as defined in the scope ofiwork. Eicat'atiax area, locaion anC-dpfiIaxe diterininea and
dlireced by conitracto*), or th6orgmuiiation aupfoyiiig than.

The practice of monitoring should not be confuised with the use of heavy equipment by
archaeologists. Ini this circumstance, the placemnt, size anddepth of-the excavations suitthe aims of the
archaeological research design and the operation of aUl mechanical equipment is under direct control of
the archaeologist*

WHEN MONITORING IS APPROPRIATE
Exrrience at urban sites suggests that in some cases monitoring may be an acceptable appr,ch.
As stated in the Standrds, there are some circumstances during the evaluation and data recovery phases
(Phase HI and-1fl) where monitoring may be used effctively to supplement other archaeological' metf~ods.
There may also be situations where monitoring may be used during Phase lB archaeological testing. In
general, however, monitoring' should only be considered when other testing techniques, inclhding
mnechanically-assisted archaeological excavation, are not feasible. Also, monitoring 'nay be considered
an acceptable alternative to other forns of archaeological testing when documentary research sl~ows
significant archaeological deposits are likely to be present, but are outside of the project impact areas or
beneath the depth of project impacts. In such cases, the appropriateness of monitoring must be
thoroughly established beibre proceeding with contractor excavations. If a decision is reached to proceed
with monitoring, then a written monitoring plan or protocol must be implemented. The contents of suqh a
document are described below. With the exception of extraordinary circumstances (e.g., excavations to
permit emergency repairs) an acceptable plan should give the archaeologist the authority to halt
excavations under defined conditions.
Specific scenarios based on actual examples are presented here to establish guidance in how and
when monitoring is appropriate.
Scenario 1)

Accessibility is often an issue when planning archaeological testing in urban areas.
Monitoring may be appropriate in projects where impact areas have the potential fbr
containing archaeological resources but cannot be investigated in advance of con struqtion
due to the presence of buildings, roads, or other structures. Two examples where this
occurred are Pearl Street, Albany and Pearl Street, New York City- Thes were evily
trafficked urban areas where it was not feasible to excavate the streets twice, fir bt
archaeology and construction. As a result, archaeologists were not given access tq the
sites prior to construction. In both cases detailed monitoring plans were developed
whereby the archaeologists worked closely with the excavating contractors to document
archaeological resources.

Scenario 2)

Monitoring may be appropriate when known archaeological resources are in qlose
proximity to the footprint of planned construction 4excavations or when known
archaeological resources are located at a depth below which construction excavations are
planned- In such circumstances monitoring is undertaken to ensure that construction
stays within specified limit andior, should the site be more extensive than previopsl
defined and archaeological remains encountered, to ensure that they are documnte or
avoirld.
Oie examplei occurrecrii a hitor- d&strict in Jersey City,, N~ew Jersey where construqaica
was planned above the depth of an historic sewer. Monitoring was done to ensure the
contractor did not exceed the depth of planned construction and that the historic sewer
was not disturbed. Another example was in Philadelphia where park landscaping had the
potential to disturb an histori burial place. The archaeologists worked- with: the
cotractor to document any exposed remains which were then protected in situ and trench
depths modified.

MONITORING PLAN
When monitoring is ptanned, a dlear understandinig betweeft the archiaeologist and' construqton
excavation team (from the management level down to the equipment operator) is required prior to
commencement of fieldwork. A protocol for construction work stoppages must be developed to aqable
archaeologists time fix recordation and, in the event archaeological resources requiring hand excavation
are encountered, a protocol fbr archaeological data recovery must also be developed
For projects in which monitoring is being proposed, a written protocol or monitoring plan should
be prepared and agreed to by the consulting archaeologist, the review agency archaeologist, the
undertaking agency representative, the developer (where applicable), and the construction contractor.
The monitoring plan should include a number ofessaitial elements:
I)

Actual procedures should be specified in case the above parameters are changed during the coure
of the construction work. These procedures must provide adequate time for the archaeologis* to
consider the sensitivity of the additional locations to be affected by the new construction plans
and to enable all parties to consider and agree to any modification ofihe monitoring plain whch
may be necessary.

2)

The authority of the archaeologists to halt excavations to allow for agreed upon investigaoions
should be clearly stated- Tis authority should also be conveyed to all levels of the contractor's
on-site excavation team, including the equipment operator(s).

3)

The amount of time during which construction excavations are to be made available fir
archaeological work should be clearly stated mn the plan. This should be specific (e.g., the plan
used for Pearl Street in Albany specified the archaeologists could inspect the construction tric
hour per every 2&f linear fbt oftiench). A fbrmuha appropriate to the nature and? size of the
IbiIT
site should be developed.

4)

The nature of the archaeological work within the contractor's excavations (e.g., photography,
drawing of profiles, screening of removed soil for artifacts, taking of soil samples, hand
excavation, etc.) shoufc be clearl'y stated- as well as the objectives of tile archaerogicaf vqork.
The types of resources which may be encountered based on preliminary research or the results of
prior excavations in the area should also be stated.

5)

The actions to be taken by archaeologists, should remains requiring further study be encountered
during construction must be explicitly stated- The protocoflbr consuftation and-decfsion niaWd
required in order to slow down or halt construction activities (e g., consultations with
construction, engineering and agency personnel), including identification of specific persons tp be
contacted, should also be stated. The amount of time that archaeologists will have to record
andror excavate such remains should? also be agreed? upon. This can be stated? as an amougt of
time for each cultual resource encountered and/or a total amount of time for the entire project.

6)

The assumptions under which time estimates are made should be clearly stated, both relating to
physical site conditions and to archaeological situations. For example, if the nmnitoring pla
assumes warm weather conditions, the need? to change tie plan or scd~le under winter
conditions should be statedl. The need for a change in scheduling due to unanticipated
archaeological finds should also be spelled out.

7)

Assistance to be provided to the archaeological team by construction personnel (e.g., pumping of
water fromi excavations, shoring of trenches, construatin at shelters under wiitet cbnditins),
including those actions mnandated by GSH4A regulations, should similarly be specified.

8)

As with any archaeological plan, treatment of artifhcts, technical analysis of samples, curation,
preparation Of reports, etc. Should be addressed in the monitoring plan, as specified in the
Standards.

Wendy Haeis
Linda Anne

Correspondence

PROFESSIONAL ARCHAEOLOGISTS OF NEW YORK CITY
3 January 2002
Ms. Sheiida Paulsen, Chair
New York City Landmarks Preservation Commission
1 Centre Street
New York, NY
Dear Ms. Paulsen,
I write on behalf of PANYC for a number of reasons. For one thing, to say that I look forward to
meeting you on 25 January- It is the first time that the Landmarks Commission has offered this
open-ness to archaeologists and other members of the interested community. I think it is really an
excellent idea and hope it will be the beginning of a new period of cooperation between all of us.
There is another issue that has bothered a number of our members which I will mention, in case
you are not aware of it. It pertains to the artifacts from City Hail Park a project that has had a
difficult trajectory. While the entire archaeological community is glad that the artifacts will now
be analyzed, and we understand that it was difficult to find funding to accomplish this cmucial part
of the project, we think that it sets an unfortunate precedent to-have the artifacts processed "in
house," so to speak, under the direction of someone on the Landmarks staff, for two reasons. In
the first place, there is a great deal of information lost when the group doing the excavation is not
also involved in the artiftct processing and interpretation, There is inevitably detailed knowledge
that derives from having been there when material is recovered that somehow doesn't mae -it-to
any forms or other records, which can be crucial in interpreting context and association: The
second issue is one of perceived conflict of interest that relates to the material being analyzed
under the direction of Prof. Bankoff although we recognize that he was trying to &kcihitate
matters in a difficult situation. There are historic preservation agencies in which all work is done
in house, which would avoid the first of these problems, but that has not traditionally been-the7
way that the situation in New York City has worked. We hope that the solution used for the City
Hall Park project will not be repeated in figure, and that projects will be adequately fuinded to
cover all phases of work, from excavation to report preparation,
To close on a positive note, let me reiterate my appreciation of the meeting planned for the 25th.
Sincerely,

Nan A- Rothschild
-President

PROFESSIONAL ARCHAEOLOGISTS OF NEW YORK CITY
2 January 2002
Ms Warrie Price
The Conservancy for Historic Battery Park
One New York Plaza
Concourse Level
New York, NY 10004
Dear Ms. Price,
I am writing on behalf of the organization above (PANYC) with respect to ground-disturbing
activities that are planned in the Historic Battery Park area. From a conversation with Pat
Kirshner, Director of Operations, I understand that most of these activities are relatively shallow,
involving utility lines and sidewalk placement. However, since this is a historic site, there should
be an archaeological assessment of the potential impact of the project on archaeological and
historical resources, as is the case for all such sites. Even though the impact area seems small,
there are some New York City sites where significant information has been derived from areas
under sidewalks and other unlikely contexts.
We would be happy to discuss this situation further, if we can be helpful and you would like more
information. Of course you can also get advice from the archaeological staff at the NYC
Landmarks Preservation Commission.

Sincerely,

Nan A- Rothschild
President
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Nlivenber 18, 2001, Sunday
THE CITY WEEKLY DESK

NEIGILBORIIOODRKPORT: -CHINKIOWN Miw Foists'
Airtifacts- Obtiast r.e but Not flrrorIism
By-ANDREW FRZDMAr+NMWL)6words

Last spring, the tenements, grog shops-and-gambing-heuser of the- l9tr-centuryslunrknownr as-Five
Points returned to life on a movie lot in Rome for Martin Scorsese's forthcoming film, "Gangs of New
Y-ork. A frw-ionthszlater, a flamng-chunk-of-the-VWorld-Trade-C enterburied- inr the-ground foireyer a
collection of 850,000 artifacts uncovered from the real Five Points, just west of Chatham Square.
Tlr-reics-,ai on shlvesc Ill di'ebabcuzinof 6 WorI&-Trade-Ceniter, awaiting-transftrto- tpermnicnt
home at the South Street Seapart-Museurn On Sept. 11, -thefalling 4ebris tor- crater Ahrough the
eight-story buidingm the-room- rahoused-the-coflectiojust-disppeared-. Federal workers-and-archaeologists imcovered -the artifacts in 991 while buildnga new federal
courthouse at 500 Pearl Street. In the 1840% the courthouse site 11e7d rows oftenements. Whulk
contemporaries knew Five Poaints-for-ts brawls, rampant disease, row liness and-al~ectpoveiiy, -the
artifacts hqigtd-nanodter-ess-urdaspect-oftswrkngclass lft
They included-a pladwaraysfhimbles-and zonmbs iarbesandjniedicinehbottlea Theywaere-held
under the auspices-of-the- Generat Seivies -dimistration, whivconstfuuts n mmages-freleral
buildings.
Only last year, Mr. Scorsese's pruductimirdesignta s visited Ju collection, gududddtRbeccrYamin,
the archaeologist ft-omi ohn Mivlner-Associates who-Ied-a team that-sentur yearsilogging the
artifacts. More evidence that:-ive-Ponts--snownrthe-cultural spotlightcaniez ithelbrnrofangther
recent vstorlolhecolection, TylerxAninder aithor-oftheiiew !iveiPointt: The 19th-Century
New-York City Neighborhood-That-Invented-Tap {ance,-Stole--Elections; and-Becameithe-Wod d's
Most Notorious Shim."
Ms Yamin: who-recenlfrcompleted-a- report-oni-the-coflecion; completewith-phtgah-n
CD-ROM, atiesihad-hin time with-the relics-Tor those who-hadl ot yet -examined Them, emotions
ranr igher-ThePro& ssionaIAxchdogists-ofNwYorkCitylobbied-to-send-iira-teamrto-savage the
relics, but were rebuffed.
*Fiafly,-on Octr-I%2 two General-ServivesAdministrationfltrcksplled- up-to6-World-Trade-Center.
As daylight-poured into-the hole in-the building, workerstcarted -upxcomputers fam aaattachied to
the storeroom. Theymis-o-iund SO-tin 00-boxes-ufaw tfactsfling ii I Sth'centmry-Aflican-Burial
Ground, discovered-iahof Cizy-allin 1991 4hetonewere alread safe -at Howard -University).
But the Five Pbiiits artihlicts were nowhere to he found:
There was one small piece ofluck. for-asecent axbiho, the -Archdiocese-ofNew York had
borrowed 18 pieces from the cofltctien, including one of Ms. Yamin's ftvoiites, a Stdbflrdshire-china,
teacup with a portrait of Father Mathew, leader of a-temperance movement. They returned the goods
2 of 3
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to theirfiitre-home-at the-Seaport Musetmi: not toithe-Word TmadtCenter.
Each item was wrapped in acid-free tissue and put into a box. They sit in a back room on State Swreet,
the last remains-offive-Poitsam proof of a-gentler side of tlmtiumuftuousplace aperfinnetbottle, a
toy teacup, five marbles, a vegetable dish, a soda water bottle, a large ink bottle, a child's cup, four
clay pipes, a coffee cup; a saucer andiheeaupeibazoned-witlrFather Mathew'sfce AND$ EW
FRIEDMAN

Copvri2ht 2002 The New York Times Company
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House That Lives On in. Literature Has -New
Visitors: Archeologists
By ADRIAN BRUNE

Ke ames Fenimore Cooper used Rose Hill Manor as the setting for his 1821
4novel, "The Spy." The caililon of the nearby University Church may have
inspired Edgar Allan Poe's 1849 poem "The Bells." In 184 1, the Rev- John
Hughes, New Yor"s first Roman Catholic archbishop, used tile manor toj
establish a college. Initially named St. John's College, it evolved into- Fordlarn
University.

St. Jo~s: irepaid-the house forits 200=year-contiibution-v riistoryty-vzhtg it- I
and building a classroom building over part of the site. Now, two Fordhairprofessors and-a dozen -archaeology students-are trying to-reconstruct the history!
of Rose Hill Manor from artifacts they have dug up over a 15- year excavation l
its foundation.
The team has fouind ceramic dishes, buttons and wallpaper, along with
unexpected items like lice combs, inkwells, slates and -religious medals; dating_>.
-font-lflOlo1900>-But: Allan Gilbertraatm~lglofso-rFrhn.
*who is workingith abistory department colleague, RogerWies; doubts -thatr
*any ISth-century.-artifitcts are hidden in the dirt- He theorizes that St. John's
waterproofed the house and removed all artifaicts associated with it earlier than.
that.
Nonetheless, through, excavation and historical researchthe two-professors have!
comipiled- a detailed history-of Rose Hil Manor. It beinsin.1694- when aI
Dutchman, Reyer Michietsen, bought the rand-fi-m-EgihahRoe
Barton, and built a farmhbouse on it. The-professorslbelieve that thiefarnmhouse is
the structure whose remains they have excavated? .

-dcfie=t

Mr. Michielsen's son-in-law, Benjamin Corsajinherited-the land-in 1733. The
Comsa family soldf it in the early 180(7 to- wealthy NewYorker, Robert Wpitts,
who named the house Rose HilllManor-afterhis-ancestrat-home-in Scotland.
ThS123h the tanc-andbuildig were-donatedf to the Dibeese, of 1ew Work, which
transformed-it into -St.-Jolmnts College to-train-priestt-and teach the-Irish
immigrants surging into thle Bronx. A group of-Jesuitsfrom Kentueky'boughit the
school in 1846 and renamed it-Fordilam-in 4-907.-Thermanor-had-been tomn-down
I of 2
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a decade earlier.
The digging on the site is to endthii summer, Mow Mi. (Jlbmt has his eyp on
another site, New York!s last srming-Revolutionaiy War fort, -onprivate
property in Riverdbfe. "ffs not just about fibdili the old cazmonbAl-for your
museum," besaid. "Archaeologyitaboutliscoveingime placement-of that
cannonbalt and-how its placement was affected over the yeqs."
Homne Hack to New York Rcpjon S5carch ilein
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ARTS AN]) LEISURE DESK

ArtiArehiteeture;-The Drama of Dgg
Trash

I-New England's

By ANN WILSON LLODYD (NY'1) 1363 wrds

BROCKTON, Mass. - THEatist Mark [Dion is a globe-trotter and-museum buftYHlis work con~ists
of scientific-looking installations and museum-based natural history projects often intended as private
homages to muses ranging f~rm Virgil-and? Aristotle: to P. r Barnum and Stephen ay GouWF Thp. sly
subtleties embedded in them, though, are not about the exotic "other." In almost all of his elaborate,
entertaining displays, we meet miostly ourselves.
Mr. Dion, 40, has recently become known for a series of archaeological-type digs. These have taken
place ina dained Venetian canal, along opposite banks of-the Thames in Londton and in
tum-of--the-centw-y ash pits that surround the Queens Museum in Flushing Meadows Corona Park. A
*forthcoming project will feature whatever Mi. DWon unearths from the former sculpture garden at the
Museum of Modern Art, to be shown when that institution reopens after renovations.
Whether trash or treasure (and' ifs mostly tr-ash), every last cicbken bone andbottke cap from thes9
digs is scrubbed, sorted and artfiflly displayed in specially made casks, vitrines, cabinets or pedestals in short, treated7llke a precious artific Largelyr because ofthifs attention to cfrtaiL Mr. MIons displjays
never fail to be mesmerizing, lovely to look at, even finny, but also a little sad: so much history, waste
and clutter, and- every bit passed? through countless human hands.
For the last 15 years, he has shown his projects extensively in Europe and Latin America. Now he has
come home to dig. Mr. Dion, who lives in Pennsylvania, grew up near New Bedfiird Miss. lie
recently turned his shovels on three sites here in southeastern New Engl and, where as a boy he not
only foundf his fit discanfed-treasures, But also was fascinated- by the eclectic collectionis in. ew
Bedford's Whaling Museum, one of the current projects four sponsoring institutions.
"New England LDigs" was initated by the Fuller Museum of-Art in Brockton, Mass., where it was first
shown last fall. It will be on view from Jan. 26 through March 10 at the David Winton Bell Gallery-at
Brown University in Pi-ovidence, RIP, and ffrm April 6 through May Tl-at the new Univrersity Art
Gallery in New Bedford (run by the University of Massachusetts in nearby Dartmouth).
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The exhibition consists oftliree large, hiandsome Sliaker-styre cabinets, each desgnated-for one of the
three cities (Brockton, New Bedford and Providence) and artfluly filled with finds from corresponding
sites, plus other artifacts too large to encase: a cnzmpledboler, a chiunk of tife floor and a massiye,
rusty safe. Inside the cabinets are typical small-rubbish items like bricks, bottles and blackened bits of
metal, but also cokirfhd shards of-dimerware through the ages, balls, toys, marbles and; ifom the
Brockton site, a particularly nice grouping of plastic swizzle sticks. Bins sometimes hold the overflow
of glass and potteryMr. Dion studiously avoid-s making serious scientific or archaeofogca~poihts in these projects. "Ile
refuses to explain and contextualize," said Lasse Antonsen, director of the University Art Gallery. "By
implying that objectivity is a historically framed activity, he challenges established methors that F~d to
disciplines like anthropology, archaeology and zoology."
r.Antonsen, along with teams of-other intrepid volunteers, assisted the artist on one of-the digF,

where, as usual, authentic procedural techniques were used only selectively. Mr. Dion takes pains, in
fact, to choose well-disturbed -areas that wouldf arouse no genuine archaeorogical interest: (Jonver~ely,
he must also steer clear of the industrial pollution that lurks below much urban landscape.
In Brockton, trial digs uncoveredf just such a dubious legacy from the city's former shoe manufactqring
industry. The site finally chosen, Department of Public Works land at the edge of a city cemetery, had
been piled with twice-relocated dirt fairly glimmeuing with a mother lode of artifacts. (In Providence,
Mr. Dion and his team dug in a former dump on the edge of the Seekonk River; in New Bedford, on
the spot where a 19th-century building in the city's historic downtown waterfr~ont burned down few
years ago.) In the exhibition catalog, Mr. Dion is quoted by Denise Markonish, curator of the Fuller
Museum, explaining that the sites were "insignificant andf disturbed," which are terms archaeologists
use to characterize a valueless area where the context and stratification are muined. "Still," the artist
added, "one can find wonders."
The alchemy that turns junk into wonders has something to do with the act of-discovery andrthe
mystery of unbroken time. "A fr-agment of blue-and-white willow export porcelain thrown away in
1894 lies inert for 107 years until someone from the dig team finds it," Mr. Dion continued, "creating a
momentary bridge to the person who lost or threw the object away." Finding that same fragment at a
yard sale just wouldn't be the same.
For viewers, the alchemiical moment occurs in fr-ont of Mt Dion's gloriously visual presentations, but
factoring into that moment is photo documentation of diggers doing A that tedious work. The
installations result from weeks spent mucking in cord; smellj, mud; then endless soaking, scrubbing and
sorting- Mr. Dion considers this behind-the-scenes process a kind of fugitive performance, without the
usual performer-audience relationhp.
Recontextualizilig that wiflowware shard; he says , renders it comparable to a [etter in a wordf and' part
of a sentence of a larger text, one viewers have to decipher for themselves. lThere is a long history of
using trash in miodern art as assemblages andU readprmadeW [Won said; "But here objec4F are
allowed to exist as what they are or were, without metaphor, noninterpretive, not even
archaeoTogiqal-*
To most viewers, though, the text the objects conjure is inevitabry a nostalgic tafe. Th Mr. Antoqsen,
the installations are, in part, about refraining desire. Ultimately, though, darker thoughts creep in
:of3
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tejarding the pervasive depths of our cast-off material culture and how soon the planet will become a
vast kitchen midden.
Still, that block of fuised nails in the Brockton cabinet is a wondrous thing. Rusted together in th(;
shape of their former box, the aggregate nails have become an accidental piece of Minimalist, proces
sculpture. And cosseted carefully behind the glass doors of the Providence cabinet, an assortment of
rough bricks takes on engaging visual properties that are lushly tactile, formal and abstract. By now,
Mr. Dion has become, perhaps, the art world's leading practitioner of ceramic-shard arrangements.
Displayed here in shallow drawers that viewers may open, these nmultihued or monochrome reliefs are
perfect studies in assemblage and collage.
Seemingly at the top of his game, Mr. Dion is winding up these archaeological projects. "Iwas
becoming the natural-history guy, then I started the digs; now I don't want to be the
archaeological-dig guy," he said in a recent talk at the Fuller Museum.
His newest project may fiuiall disclose the hidden performer: he is devising an opera based on early
anatomy lessons, drawing further on the artist-as-impresario aspect of his work. A few years ago mn
the Netherlands, he advertised a public anatomy lesson in the manner of quasi-medical expositions that
were immensely popular in the 16th century. Tickets and posters were printed, a professor of anatomy
from a local veterinary school was hired, and MW, Dion then tried to obtain an exotic, recently
deceased zoo animal as the subject. A goat was all he came up with.
"I've always been disappointed in how contemporary artists have given oveir some ofthe big quesoions
to other disciplines," he said, regarding his interest in science and philosophy. Equally fascinating to
him is gullibility and spectacle. P. T_ Barnum, he said, was not only the Disney-offhicday-but alo-a
template for contemporary artists. "It'seasier to understand artists like Jeff Koons or Andy Warhol
through Barnum," he said, "He understood that being trfcke(iwas O.K. as [ong-yout-were-also
amused."

Convri2ht 2002 The New York Times Companv
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PANYC EVENTS COMMITTEE REPORT - January 23 - March 31, 2002

EVENT

SPEAKER

DATE

Over the Line: The Art and Life of Jacob

exhibit

thru 2/3

_______________________

aw_

_

fEpesus: AGrckGoddessin
Ang~la
Acrvssoracrs: Peadwork in Iroquois Life
____
___

______ ____

CaeNtvo
4 Aniericans and the
PhoogrPhic Imiagti_________________
Splendid Isolation: Art of Easter Island

___

_

_

SarahMorris

Mon 3/18

________

___

exhibit

_

_

___

St.

thru 7/21

Museum of the American
___

___

___

thru 8/4

free
free
_________

212-314-3712

free

212-514-3712

free

Indian

National Museum of the
American Indian

exhibit

admission

Institute of Fine Arts,1IE 78

____I

tlmi 5/19
____

212-570-3676

_

6 PM

_____

exhibit

_

_

FE

NYU Main Bldg, Room 300

6 PM
_

CONTACT

American Art

____

Thurs 2/7

Glenn Schwartz
_

M

Whitney Museum of

_____

A "Royal Tomb" at Ummn el-Manr: New
perspective Cn Early Urban Civilization in

jLOCATION

TIME

Metropolitan Museum of Art

____________

212-923-3700

admission

If any members have events which they would like listed, please contact Linda Stone by phone or fax at (212)888-3130 or by mail 249 E 48 St. #2B, New York, NY 10017,

If you are interested in joining PANYC or if you would like to subscribe to the PANYC
Newsletter, please complete the form below and return it to:
Greg Lattanzi
PANYC Secretary
274 W. 95& St. #2
New York, NY 10025
NAME:
ADDRESS:

PHONE:

E__________
-MAIL:

___________

Please indicate preferred mailing address and check below as appropriate:
I wish to apply for PANYC Membership and would like to receive the application form___
I wish to subscribe to the PANYC Newsletter___
Amount of additional donation to PANYC________

